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A NEW APPROACH FOR NAVIGATION AND TRAFFIC SIGNS INDICATION USING
MAP INTEGRATED AUGMENTED REALITY FOR SELF-DRIVING CARS
HARSHAL DEORE∗, AKSHAT AGRAWAL* ,† VIVEK JAGLAN‡, POOJA NAGPAL§, AND MAYANK MOHAN SHARMA¶
Abstract. Self-driving vehicles are one of the emerging technologies. This technology has potential to save lives and make
lives comfortable. However, the technology used in self driving cars has to perform series of task for building perceptions. This has
some certain prerequisites related to road infrastructure and is affected by daylight and weather conditions of the place. If these
prerequisites are not satisfied then it could affect the performance of the vehicle and can be considered as compromise with safety
of the users. This research work is focused on trying to find a new approach using which the underdeveloped countries will also be
able to implement self driving cars in their county. The objective of this paper is to propose a new approach to supplement the
technology used in the self-driving cars for perception. Using this approach the countries who don’t satisfy the prerequisites would
be eligible to implement them without compromising the safety.
The proposed approach uses the technology Augmented Reality to create and augment artificial objects of navigational signs
and traﬀic signals based on vehicles location to reality. Later the augmented scene is fed into the conventional Deep learning object
detection algorithm to detect the navigational artificial objected along with other real objects. This approach help navigate the
vehicle even if the road infrastructure does not have very good sign indications and marking.
The approach was tested locally by creating a local navigational system and a smartphone based augmented reality app. The
approach performed better than the conventional method as the objects were clearer in the frame which made it each for the object
detection to detect them.
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1. Introduction. Every year huge amount of money is spent on research for finding cures and vaccines,
but people often fail to recognize magnitude and cost of road traﬀic accidents. Each year 2.2% of deaths are
caused by road traﬀic accidents this makes it 9th leading cause of death in the world. Nearly 12.5 lakh people
each year which mean on an average 3287 people die daily on the road due to road traﬀic accidents. Addition
to that every year 2-5 crores of people are left injured. In these deaths the people aging between 15-44 account
for more than 50%. Surprisingly, among 15-29 years old it is leading cause of death, and among 5-14 years
old it is second leading cause of death globally. The number of people below age 25 dying in road traﬀic
accidents is around 4 lakhs, which makes it 1000 young people each day. More than 90% of these deaths occur
in countries which are underdeveloped or have low income. These accidents don’t only cause fatalities but harm
the economy also, It has been found that these accidents costs $518 worldwide, on an average 1 to 2 percent of
an individual countries GDP. This expense is more than the amount few underdeveloped countries receive for
development assistance [1].
Innovation has improved technology to a great extent over past few decades. The technologies have disrupted various industries for betterment of the society. One such innovation in the field of Artificial Intelligence
was Deep Learning. Deep learning has enabled us to bring human like or even better perception in machines.
The technology is set to disrupt various industries one such industry is transport. Innovation of deep learning
has led people to build self-driving cars. Self-driving cars concept is to replace need of person to drive them
from one place to another. These vehicles have cameras mounted over them which continuously capture the
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surrounding and is fed into the deep learning algorithm which detects if there is any object which could cause
an accident. The vehicle’s control system totally depends on the detection algorithm and responds based on
its findings. Self-driving vehicles are currently need human driver presence just work as an assistant as it is not
yet fully developed. These vehicles are improving day by day and will be there in each and every corner of the
world in the coming years.
Considering the statistics of deaths and injuries caused by road accidents it is evident that self- driving
vehicle (self driving vehicles) are the future of transport. Around 47 cities in the world are piloting self driving
vehicles projects. A report prepared by KPMG shows Autonomous Vehicles Readiness Index (AVRI) for 25
countries. The AVRI is a tool to measure how well a country is prepared to implement self driving vehicles,
this tool considers 25 different factors and all these factors are scored in a single digit. It is quite clear that
to successfully deploy self driving vehicles in a country, the country must have good road infrastructure. The
good infrastructure for self driving vehicles means the lane marking should be proper, the traﬀic signals and
sign boards should be present at all the essential locations. The lack of infrastructure has been the main reason
behind the lag in implementation of this life saving technology [2].
The self driving vehicles have multiple sensor and cameras mounted on and around it. These cameras
capture the surrounding and those images are fed into Deep learning DL algorithms to detect and recognize
various objects. The results get affected with quality of cameras, surrounding condition like sunlight falling at
low angle or it is too bright causes diﬀiculty in reading traﬀic lights. Also fog, smog, snowfall make it diﬀicult
to work. Deep learning algorithm depends on data, providing it with more data with different scenarios its
results improve. Hence it is very important it gets implemented in more countries and different places. This
will help in collecting more data and gradually lead to better and safer self driving vehicles [3].
Countries like India are in the most need of self driving vehicles. In India, there were 464,674 road accidents
which caused 148,707 deaths. In the population of 1.31 billion there are 182.45 million vehicles. In 2015 the
collision rate was 0.8 per 1000 vehicles and per 1000,000 people there were 11.35 deaths [4].
Poor road infrastructure and poor surrounding conditions are the two problems which create a question
mark over the performance and safety of self driving vehicles. The approach proposed in this paper has aim to
help these self-driving vehicles reach the countries where they are most needed. The approach uses augmented
reality technique to supplement the conventional method.
Objectives:
• Developing an algorithm to combine deep learning and augmented reality technologies
• Creating test setup to test the proposed approach
• Comparing results of the proposed approach
The paper is spread in four sections. Section 2 discusses related work followed by methodology in section
3. Section 4 presents results and comparison and finally section 5 discusses conclusion of current study with
future directions.
2. Related Works.
2.1. Augmented Reality. Virtual Reality V R is used to create a virtual world with the use of computer
graphics which can experienced through wearable devices. Telepresence is also same kind of technology used
to facilitate someone’s problem solving skills from a remote place [5].
However, Augmented Reality AR is another technology which is often referred as Mixed Reality M R as
how it works is combination of both the VR and Telepresence technology.
In AR, a layer of artificial objects created by us to the real-world perception is added, these artificial can be
considered as extra information to make the real world more informative. This extra information or the layer
of the artificial objects does not cover up any important or meaning detail from the real-world but enriches
the experience. In simple words AR is VR with added real world. The technology is being used widely to
help students learn topics practically which are otherwise diﬀicult to image. AR make learning interesting and
joyful as students get to see virtual objects in real-life environment [6].
AR was invented with a desire to make build airplanes easier. In 1990, Caudell and Mizell developed a
system for workers to help them during assembly for guiding them they could wear the device on their heads.
The device would overlay real world with graphical instructions [7].
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Fig. 2.1. AR guiding worker for drilling [7]

Fig. 2.2. AR guiding worker with ply [7]

However, the initial attempts were not successful as the system could not track head positions eﬀiciently
and was not responsive enough when people moved around. The main reason behind that was the computer
inside the wearable was not powerful enough back then.
Furthermore, the idea was not limited to industrial applications. In 2000, Bruce Thomas along with other
researchers developed an extended version of a desktop game called Quake. They converted that first-person
desktop game to outdoor/indoor mobile AR game [8].
Similarly, it can be used for navigation purpose and people have been putting efforts in creating mobile
based applications to help foreign people navigate at new place like Airport, Hotels or oﬀices [9].
2.2. Deep Learning. Deep learning’s birth came from people’s aspiration to create machines which could
act, think and behave like humans. In 1943, McCulloch and Pitts studied functioning of neurons inside the
brain and tried to understand how they could produce complex patterns with a system of tiny cell connected
to each other. They then created a small simplified model of neuron. This model had limitations but made an
important contribution to development of artificial neural networks. Later they could add learning feature to
the model [10].
Furthermore, in 1958 Frank Rosenblatt proposed the concept of perceptron this is considered as major
development in neural networks. In his model he first passed the input through some pre-processors also called
association units. Pre-processors work was to detect if there are any specific features present in the inputs [11].
However, in 1969 Minsky along with Seymour Papert attacked the work of Frank Rosenblatt where they
introduced the XOR problem. They proved that a single perceptron a grandparent to the computational units
which compose modern neural networks was incapable of learning the exclusive-or (aka XOR) function [12].
As a result, in 1986 David E. Rumelhart along with two other researchers introduced a new learning
procedure for neural networks. The aim of the procedure was to minimize the difference between actual output
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Fig. 2.3. Convolutional Neural Network [14]

and neural networks output, to achieve this it would repeatedly adjust weights of neurons. The procedure
introduced was very different from the perceptron convergence method proposed earlier. They also introduced
the concept of hidden units [13].
Subsequently, in 1998, Yann LeCun along with three other researchers introduced Convolutional Neural
Networks for object recognition. They combined different operation like convolution max-pooling to extract
features from images with Neural networks. Their work laid foundation to create a real time object recognition
algorithm which is being used in self driving vehicles [14].
Current self-driving cars use Deep Learning technique to recognize objects. In this multi-layered neural
network is trained on millions of images of different objects, the trained AI model is used to make prediction
on the live camera feed being captured by the cameras mounted on the self driving vehicles. The algorithm
draws bounding box around the object which helps in calculating the distance of the object from the self driving
vehicles. Lane detection is also done on the live feed using image processing technique [15].
2.3. GPS. GPS’s (Global Positioning System) birth came in 1960s during the cold war between the US
and the Soviet Union. There was competition between these two countries on who could develop the best
technology. American military understood importance of the technology when the Soviet Union the world’s
first satellite “Sputnik”. Back then they used this technology to track submarines [16].
However, later in 1983 when the Korean airplane veered off into restricted Soviet airspace, they shot it
down mistaking it for spy plane. To prevent such incidents, then President of the Soviet Reagen decided to
release GPS technology.
Furthermore, After the release the first consumer GPS would cost 3000 USD. With time the technology
kept improving day by day the initial device ran on short lasting batteries wasn’t accurate enough. Other
technologies also improved and supported GPS, with the developed of mobile phones GPS become a worldwide
popular technology [17].
Today the technology has improved to a great extent and is very reliable due to this the same technology
is being used in self driving vehicles for localization, tracking and route deciding [18].
3. Methodology. Current state of the art self driving vehicles include cameras, LiDAR, radar, GPS, wheel
odometry, and IMUs [19]. An algorithm finds best possible route to reach the selected destination and the GPS
constantly tracks current location of the vehicle. The vehicle’s cameras records surrounding continuously, and
the recorded video is processed in real time to find if any object is present or coming towards the vehicle. The
cameras are also responsible for detecting lanes on the road this is how the vehicle the maintains lane discipline.
However, night-time or different weather conditions increases risk of misjudging the situation which can result in
accident. This can also lead to people loose faith in the technology which is improving day by day. Furthermore,
some countries could not implement self driving vehicles because of their bad road infrastructure [20].
Our approach on other hand takes advantage of the deep learning technology to recognize objects and
indication signs and overcome the disadvantages using GPS and AR technologies. The proposed approach uses
GPS to get location and moving direction of the vehicle. From its location information virtual object is added
to the original video. This new rendered video is fed into deep learning algorithm for detection various objects
like traﬀic signal, lane lines, etc. based on this detection vehicle makes decision to which direction to steer [21].
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Fig. 3.1. AR Server Platform Architecture

Proposed ARIM algorithm process flow:
1. Getting current location of the vehicle using GPS.
2. Send the location of the vehicle to AR engine.
3. Based on location of the vehicle the virtual object manager makes request to Virtual object database.
4. Virtual object manager responds with the requested artificial object.
5. Video composer combines the graphical object and the original video captured by camera.
6. The new composed video is fed into the deep learning algorithm.
AR has two main components in it: Scene Generator and Tracking System. Scene generator is about
showing the three-dimensional virtual object in the real-life environment. Rendering those virtual objects can
be done to various levels depending on the requirement but simple graphics can also serve the purpose. Tracking
system is about tracking the location of the user, the scene generator also depends on this as it has to modify
the scene visuals depending on the perception of the user. Indoor navigation takes help of Bluetooth or local
wi-fi devices to track current location of the person and based on that it shows indication on the phone to the
destination.
The Virtual Object Manager and Virtual Object Database are two components of the system which work
remotely. Communication layers manages the communication between the remote place and the actual place
from where the request is made. GPS, compass and Accelerometer are one the most important components
as the provide the information about location orientation of the device. Video composer composes the actual
video with augmented virtual object [22].
The database of virtual objects is kept at a remote location and the Virtual Object Manager manages them
[23]. The signs and lane lines are created in virtual navigational environment where will be able to see various
signs while moving around which will guide us towards the destination.
The AR environment is created using FME AR software is explained in [24] the preparation process is
described below:
1. First step is to take measurements of the place where the artificial objects are to be augmented.
2. Create an 3D model of the measurements on a 1:1 scale.
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Fig. 3.2. ARIM Process Flow

3. Draw a rectangle of the A4 sheet size somewhere in the corner. The sheet will act as an anchor.
4. Now convert the model to .fmear using the FME software. Bring the file to the phone and open it in
the FME AR app.
5. Place a real sheet of A4 size paper on the exact same location where you drew the virtual sheet of
paper in the model.
6. Match the two sheets of paper by scaling, offsetting and rotating the model on the screen.
Now the FME AR application installed in the phone shows the signs and screen is shared to the cloud
source where it is analysed for detection [25].
The approach is tested on a small self driving vehicles model created using Arduino microprocessor [26].
The model has a smartphone fixed on it [27]. The smartphone is fixed in a way that its back camera faced the
travelling path. The smartphone is connected to a laptop over wi-fi network and the laptop is connected to the
Arduino over Bluetooth network [28].
The smartphone records video of the travelling path and sends it to the laptop over wi-fi network. Here the
laptop plays the part of the cloud server [29]. Laptop processes the video and feeds it into the deep learning
algorithm to detect lanes, signs and objects [30]. Based on the detection later on the algorithm calculates the
steering angle required to keep vehicle model in the lane and follow indications [31]. The calculated angle is
then sent to the Arduino over Bluetooth, Arduino then takes action based on the received information [32].
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Fig. 3.3. Arduino Autonomous Vehicle Model Architecture

4. Results and Discussion. The most important work of detecting a sign or object is performed by the
deep learning algorithm [33]. To test the approach, a deep neural network with 7 layers (1 Input layer, 5 hidden
layers and an output layer) was trained. The hidden layers consist of 3 pairs of convolutional and max pooling
layers and 2 fully connected layer [34]. The output layer makes prediction using SoftMax function [35].
The dataset used for the training consists of 51839 colour images of size 32x32. The dataset was split into
3 parts train, test and validation with 34799 images in train, 4410 images in validation and 12630 images for
testing. The images are of 43 different classes. The classes included different road traﬀic signs like stop, right
turn, one way etc. After training, the model achieved 93% accuracy on the test data [36].
To test the eﬀiciency of the approach [38], the trained model was later used for prediction on traditional
method and the AR method and results are compared [37]. Comparing the average precision on precision vs
recall plot showed improved results with the proposed AR approach. To compare results of traditional and

Fig. 4.1. Model Training Performance
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Fig. 4.2. Average precision comparison between traditional approach and AR approach

proposed approach, testing was performed on four different classes i.e. Stop Sign, One Way Sign, Right Turn
Sign and Left Turn Sign [39].
Self driving vehicles don’t just classify objects in a frame but also find their exact location. The algorithm
draws bounding box around them for visualization. Performance of classification can be evaluated using confusing matrix but to calculate accuracy of an object detection algorithm mean average precision score is used.
For better comprehension the scores are plot on Precision vs Recall graph. Below graphs show the performance
of proposed approach comparing with traditional approach on precision vs recall plot [40].
In the graph the Magenta line indicates the traditional method and Blue line denotes proposed AR approach.
The AR approach outperformed the traditional method with clear results. The ability of the traditional
algorithm to detect a sign in a picture depends on how well it is visible in the picture. However, in the
proposed approach signs are always present in a well accessible position making it easy to detect this was
proved and validated by the results obtained.
5. Conclusion and Future Scope. The proposed algorithm is supposed to be used in self driving vehicles
where safety of the passengers is of huge concern, hence it is important that the approach is properly tested.
Testing the proposed algorithm on the real self driving vehicles was diﬀicult, the test results presented in this
paper was obtained by testing the approach in a local area map but the real self driving vehicles work on global
map hence it is important to test the approach on a real self driving vehicle. However, it is expected that testing
it locally with Bluetooth tracking was less accurate as compared to GPS hence the tracking will be better in
the real self driving vehicles due to GPS and it can be integrated in a universal map like Google Maps.
The Arduino robot imitated role of self driving vehicles, the trained deep learning test model performed well
on detecting the AR artificial navigational signs. As the objects were clear compared to real signs it was easier
for the algorithm to detect. Using raspberry pi instead of Arduino could improve test results significantly and
make the testing process seamless. Arduino’s computational power is less compared to Raspberry pi, because
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of less computaional power the Arduino used in the testing has caused lag in responding to the instructions.
In future work, Raspberry pi can be used to improve results [41].
The proposed work aims to lay a brick propose combining to technologies to promote the use of selfdriving by improving its safety and reliability. However, there is huge future scope to improve the system.
One problem that was encountered during the testing was the artificial objects created using AR were hiding
important surrounding details. The detail in real self driving vehicles can be any human or moving object
which should be detected to avoid an accident. This problem can be resolved in future improvements of the
algorithm. The AR system used for testing was not up to the mark as there was latency in between Bluetooth
and Wi-Fi networks. By tunnelling the AR research approach for use in the self-driving vehicle can produce
much better results.
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